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INTRODUCTION. 
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Between August 5th and 19th, 1997, Peter E. Walcott & Associates Limited carried 
out induced polarization (I. P . ) surveying over parts of a large property, located in 
the Stewart area of British Columbia, for Geofine Exploration Consultants Ltd. 

The surveying was conducted over two grids, the Deltaic grid with traverse lines 
N 3ObW, and the Delta West grid with lines at N 600E. 

Measurements (first to sixth separation) of apparent chargeability and resistivity 
were made every 25 metres along the survey lines using the pole-dipole method of 
surveying with a 25 metre dipole. 

In addition measurements of the total intensity of the earth’s field were made at 12.5 
metre invervals over five lines on the Delta West grid using a Scintrex Envi 
precession magnetometer. 

The I.P. data are presented on individual pseudosections bound in this report at 
1:2500. In addition the 21 point filter chargeability and resistivity for the Deltalc 
grid are presented in contour form on plan maps of the line grid at 1:5000. The 
results of the magnetic survey are presented in profile form at 1:5000. 
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PROPERTY, LOCATION & ACCESS. 

The property is located in the Skeena Mining Division of British Columbia and 
consists of the following fifty seven mining claims: 

DELTA 1,2; FOX l-26, 30-50; OLD 1-4; PAT 50-53. 

These claims total 1074 claim units as registered on the British Columbia Minerals 
Titles Maps. 

The claims are situated on either side of but mostly to the east of the Stewart- 
Cassiar Hwy . , some 65 kilometres north of Meziadin Junction, and some 80 air- 
kilometres northeast of the town of Stewart, British Columbia. 

Access to the Deltaic grid was by means of rotary aircraft from a take-off point on 
the above highway, while that to the Delta West grid was by means of 2 wheel drive 
vehicle from Bell 2 as the grid lines cross the highway. 
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GEOLOGY. 

The property is mostly underlain by rocks of the Jurassic Hazelton Group and the 
Paleozoic Stikine Assemblage which have been exposed by the uplift of broad anclinel 
features known as the Oweegee and Ritchie Domes and by the erosion of the Upper 
Jurassic sediments of the Bowser Basin. 

For better and more detailed information the reader is referred to reports by and/or 
held by the management of Geofine Exploration Consultants Ltd. and to various 
publications by the respective Geological Surveys of Canada and British Columbia 
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PURPOSE. 

The purpose of the survey was to try and locate areas of sulphide occurrences in the 
underlying Hazelton Group, known to be prospective for hosting VMS stratabound 
base metal and precious metal deposits, in an effort to locate directly or indirectly 
economic mineralization. 
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SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS. 

The induced polarization (I. P. ) survey was conducted using a pulse type system, 
the principal components of which are manufactured by Huntec Limited of 
Metropolitan Toronto, Ontario, and Iris Instruments of Orleans, France. 

The system consists basically of three units, a receiver (1ris)transmitter and a motor 
generator (Huntec). The transmitter, which provides a maximum of 7.5kw d.c. to 
the ground, obtains its power from a 7.5kw 400 c .p. s. three phase alternator driven 
by a gasoline engine. The cycling rate of the transmitter is 2 seconds “current-on” 
and 2 seconds “current-off” with the pulses reversing continuously in polarity. The 
data recorded in the field consists of careful measurements of the current (I) in 
amperes flowing through the current electrodes C, and Cz, the primary voltages (V) 
appearing between any two potential electrodes, P, through P,, during the “current- 
on” part of the cycle, and the apparent chargeability, (M,) presented as a direct 
readout in millivolts per volt using a 200 millisecond delay and a 1000 millisecond 
sample window by the receiver, a digital receiver controlled by a micro-processor - 
the sample window is actually the total of ten individual windows of 100 millisecond 
widths. 

The apparent resistivity (r.) in ohm metres is proportional to the ratio of the 
primary voltage and the measured current, the proportionality factor depending on 
the geometry of the array used. The chargeability and resistivity are called apparent 
as they are values which that portion of the earth sampled would have if it were 
homogeneous. As the earth sampled is usually inhomogeneous the calculated apparent 
chargeability and resistivity are functions of the actual chargeability and resistivity 
of the rocks. 

The survey was carried out using the “pole-dipole” method of Surveying. In this 
method the current electrode, Ci, and the potential electrodes, P, through P,, are 
moved in unison along the survey lines at a spacing of “a” (the dipole) apart, while 
the second current electrode, CI, is kept constant at “infinity”. The distance, “na” 
between C, and the nearest potential electrode generally controls the the depth to 
be explored by the particular separation, “n’l, traverse. 

On these surrveys a 25 metre dipole was employed and first to sixth separation 
readings were obtained. 

The magnetic survey was carried out using an Envi proton precession magnetometer 
manufactured by Scintrex Ltd. of Metropolitan, Toronto, Ontario. This instrument 
measures variations in the earth’s magnetic field intensity to an accuracy of plus or 
minus one gamma. Corrections for diurnal variations of the earth’s field were made 
by comparison with readings taken at 20 second intervals on a similar Envi base 
magnetometer. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

It should be mentioned here that the writer has not seen the results of the airborne 
E.M. and magnetic survey, the geological mapping or the geochemical surveying 
carried out over the property and/or parts thereof, 

The Deltaic Grid. 

The I.P. survey as performed with a 25 metre dipole showed this portion of the 
property to exhibit a low chargeability background - 3 to 6 mV/V - above which 
several anomalous zones are clearly discernible as can be seen from the respective 
pseudosections. 

The probable extent of these zones are shown on Map W-557-1, the contoured plan 
map of the 21 point filter chargeability values. 

The most prominent and/or correlatible of these zones are labelled A, B, C, D & E 
on this map and on the respective pseudosections. 

Zone A has an indicated shallow flat-lying causative source on Lines 4600 to 4800E 
with an accompanying resistivity high but its source thickens considerably on Line 
4900 & 5100E respectively. However the same high resistivity can be observed on the 
smaller spacings. 

Zones B and C exhibit the characteristic pole-dipole pattern response of a shallow 
body of limited depth extent, with these patterns being very similar on Lines 4800 
or 4900E respectively. 

Zone D also appears to have a causative source of limited depth extent as shown by 
the pattern of the chargeability results on Line 4800E. 

Zone E located on the northern extremity of Line 5100E and undefined to the north 
also appears to exhibit similar characteristics. 

A north northwesterly trending fault would appear to cut across the grid as 
suggested by the offset in zones B and C on Lines 4800 and 4900E respectively. This 
offset, however, is not suggested by the contoured plan of the 21 point filter 
resistivity results as illustrated on Map W-557-2. This offset could be attributable 
to folding. 

No resistivity contrast is seen between the volcanics and the arkose-siltstones as per 
the regional mapping of Greig and Evenchick. The strongest resistivity feature is 
due to the creek trending northeastwards at the north end of Line 4600N. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS cont’d. 

Inverse chargeability modelling carried out by the writer on Lines 4800, 4900 815100E 
respectively would appear to confirm the above interpretation of the causative 
sources as can be seen from the model chargeabilities and depths on the profiles. 

Although the writer is not familiar with the property geology, presumably these 
anomalies are attributable to sulphide mineralization in the underlying volcanic 
package on and/or around the contact with porphyritic intrusions. 

Similarily less pronounced anomalies are also presumably caused by lesser 
concentrations of sulphide mineralization and should not be overlooked in the quest 
for gold occurrences. 

Delta West Grid. 

Three traverses were carried out on this grid on lines approximately 800 and 400 
metres apart. 

They cross an area mostly covered by overburden but underlain by rocks of the 
Bowser Group to the west, and Hazelton Group - Lower Middle Salmon River Spatzi 
and Lower Jurassic Volcanics - to the east as per the regional mapping of Greig & 
Evinchick. 

Some suggestion of this geology can be seen on the resistivity results which 
generally show an area of less than 500 ohm-metres to the west, and area of 700 to 
1000 in the centre and an ares of 1200 and greater to the east trending through all 
three profiles. These areas show reasonable correlation to the interpreted contacts 
on the geology map. 

A zone of medium resistivity can be seen in the larger one of lower resistivity on 
Lines 2200 and 2600N and a zone of lower resistivity is observed in the area of high 
resistivity at the eastern end of Line 1400N. 

The lower resistivities in the extreme west end of Line 2600N are due to the flood 
plain of the Bell - Irving river. 

The chargeability results show the background to be similar to that of the Deltaic 
grid as can be seen from the chargeability values on the extremes of the respective 
pseudosections. 

Within these extremities higher chargeabilities were observed within complex zones 
associated with interpreted Hazelton Group rocks as per the resistivity survey. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS cont’d 

Like the resistivity features the chargeabilities apparently show reasonable line to 
line correlation despite the large line separations. 

The more prominent of these or parts of these zones in chargeability magnitude 
and/or correlatibility are labelled as Zones “A”, “B”, “C”, “D” & “El’ on the 
respective pseudosections. 

Zone “A” is observed trending across all three lines, and is associated with a 
geochemical anomaly on Line 26OON as per personal communication with Geofine’s 
representative. 

Zone “B” is also observed on all three lines and is also associated with higher 
geochemical soil results. 

Zone “C” is most prominent on Line 2600N and is also observed on Line 2200N 
associated with the area of medium resistivities, It could extend across to Line 1400N 
but here it is mostly associated with higher resistivities. 

Zone “-D” is a zone of moderate chargeability associated with the area of medium 
resistivity in the larger area of lower resistivities on the western portion of the 
lines. Apparently some good geochemical response was obtained over it on Line 
2200N. 

Zone “El’ is the strongest part of a complex zone occurring near the eastern end of 
Line 1400N. It is associated with the previously mentioned area of low resistivity . 

Inverse chargeability modelling carried out on Lines 2200N and 2600N showed most 
of the causative features to be flatlying with significant depth extent. 

The magnetometer survey carried out on Lines 1400N, lBOON, 2200N, 2400N (Reccy 
geochem. line) and 26OON respectively showed the property to exhibit a flat magnetic 
background above which a couple of low intensity local anomalies are discernible, 

These anomalies are at the eastern end of Lines 1400N, IBOON and 2600N in areas of 
low chargeability and high resistivity. 

No magnetic signature was observed with the above mentioned resistivity areas, or 
over the central high chargeability readings. 
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SUM?&%RY, CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS. 

Between August 5th and 19th, 1997, Peter E. Walcott & Associates Limited carried 
out limited induced polarization surveying on two grids for Geofine Exploration 
Consultants Ltd. 

The grids, named the Deltaic and Delta West, were established on the Stewart 
property, located in the Stewart area of British Columbia. 

Several zones of moderate chargeability responses thought by the writer to be 
related to sulphide mineralization were located on the Deltaic grid. 

A large area of various complex anomalous chargeability zones were observed 
trending through the central portion of the Delta West grid in areas interpreted to 
be underlain by rocks of the Hazelton Group. Parts of these zxones are associated 
with anomalous geochemical responses obtained on the reconnaissance soil sampling 
survey. 

No magnetic response was obtained over these areas of higher chargeability. 

As a result the writer recommends that the I. P. results be correlated with the known 
geology and geochemical results, information which he is not privy to, for a better 
understanding of the causative sources of the I.P. response prior to drilling on the 
Deltaic grid, and prior to additional I .P. on the Delta West grid. 

Respectfully submitted, 

PETER E. T &ASSOCIATES LIMITED 

. 
Peter E. Walcott, P.Eng. 

2 

Geophysicist 

Vancouver, 
British Columbia 

October 1997 
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COST OF SURVEY. 

Peter E. Walcott & Associates provided the geophysical equipment and three crew 
members on a daily basis. The cost of reporting was extra so that the total cost of 
services provided was $25,519.50. 
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PERSONNEL EMPLOYED ON SURVEY 

Name 
Peter E. Walcott 

Occupation 

Geophysicist 

Alexander Walcott 

G . MacMillan 

D. Hewitt 

P. Charlie 

J. Walcott 

3 Helpers 

Geophysical 
Operator 

?1 

11 

11 

Typing 

Assistants 

Address Dates 

Peter E. Walcott & Assoc. 
605 Rutland Court. 
Coquitlam, B . C. 
V3J 3T8 

Aug. 5th, Sept. 12th 
to 14th, 1997 
Oct. 3rd - lOth, 97 

t, 

Geofine Consultants 

-ii- 

Sept. 28th - 30th 
Oct. 8th, 1997 

Aug. 5th - 19th, 1997 

Oct. 2nd & lOth, 1997 

Aug. 7th - lfith, 1997 
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CERTIFICATION. 

I, Peter E. Walcott, of the City of Coquitlam, British Columbia, 
hereby certify that: 

1. I am a graduate of the University of Toronto in 1962 with e 
B.A.Sc. in Engineering Physics, Geophysics Option. 

2. I have been practising my profession for the lest thirty five 
years. 

3. I em a member of the Association of Pmfessionel Engineers of 
British Columbia and Ontario. 

II 

b[ I-L-J-q 
Peter E. Walcott, P.Eng. 

Vancouver, B . C . 
October 1997 












































